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the Aryan tongues, form a well-marked fam-
ily, one notable peculiarity of which is the
possession of "triliteral" roots, or roots of
which three consonants form the basis and
give the general meaning, while inflection or
modification of meaning is indicated by inter-
nal vowel-change. Thus the vowels play a
subordinate part to the consonants and do
not, as in the Aryan tongues, associate with
them on equal terms.
Other Languages. Other important lin-
guistic families are the Hamitic, which in-
cludes ancient Egyptian, Coptic, Berber and
Ethiopian; the Turanian, or Scythian, which
includes Turkish, Finnish and Mongolian,
and the Southeastern Asiatic, which includes
Chinese and Siamese. Other families of lan-
guages are the Malayo-Polynesian, of the
Indian Archipelago and the Pacific; the
Bantu, a great family of South Africa, and
the American Indian languages, which are
characterized as poly synthetic from the way
in which they crowd as many ideas as possi-
ble into one unwieldy expression. All these
families form groups, so far as is known,
separate from and independent of each other;
and attempts to connect any two of them,
as Aryan and Semitic, for instance, have met
with little success.
Related Articles. Consult the following
titles for additional information:
Alphabet
Americanisms
Aramaic
Chaldee Language
Consonant
Cufic
Italian Languages
Languages of the
World
Latin Language
Plattdeutsch
Provencal Language
Cuneiform Inscriptions    and Literature
Dialect	Romance Languages
Diphthong	Rosetta  Stone
English Language	Runes
Esperanto	Sanskrit Language and
Etymology	Literature
French Language	Semitic Language
German Language	Sign Language
Greek Language	Syriac
Hebrew Language	Visible  Speech
and Literature	Volapuk
Hieroglyphics	Vowel
Iranian Languages	Writing
PHILOMELA, filomJla, in Greek my-
thology, daughter of Pandion, king" of
Athens. Her sister Procne was the wife of
Tereus, king of Thrace, and they had one
son, named Itys. Tereus, growing tired of his
wife, imprisoned her, and he cut out her
tongue so that she could tell no one. Then
pretending his wife was dead, he married
Philomela. But Procne made known her
wrongs to her sister by embroidering her
story in tapestry. Then the two, in revenge,
miixdered Itys and offered him to his father
ja food. This act so angered the gods that
 they changed Philomela into a nightingale
and Procne into a swallow and they were
thenceforth pursued by Tereus, who was
changed into a hawk.
PHILOSOPHER'S STONE. See al-
chemy.
PHILOSOPHY, fil os' o fy, from two Greek
words meaning love of wisdom, is a term hav-
ing a number of definitions. In general it
signifies the body of highest truth. Philosophy
has also been denned as "the science of things
divine and human, and the causes in which
they are contained." Among the ancient
Greeks philosophy meant general culture, be-
cause it included all knowledge. With the
advance of knowledge a more definite and
complete classification became necessary, and
much that was formerly considered belonging
to philosophy is now covered by such sciences
as physics, ethics, logic, psychology and meta-
physics, so that it is now somewhat difficult
to draw a dividing line between philosophy
and these sciences. Philosophy has been
called "the mother of the sciences" and "the
science of sciences;" and these definitions
are not far-fetched, for philosophy is really
the study of all sciences, considering the re-
lation of each to all the others. Herbert
Spencer has defined philosophy as "a sys-
tem of completely united knowledge."
The Early Period. So far as known the
early Greeks were the first to give philosophy
a definite meaning; their first philosopher of
whom there is any record was Thales, who
founded the Ionic school, 600 B. c. Socrates
was a moral philosopher, and his teaching
led to the founding of a number of schools of
Greek thought, among them being the cynic
which was a forerunner of the stoic and the
Epicurean schools, Aristotle organized the
sciences on an ideal basis, and Plato con-
structed a complete system of idealistic phil-
osophy. The influence of these great teachers
has affected the trend of thought to the pres-
ent time.
The Eomans borrowed their philosophy
from the Greeks. Their eclectic system,repre-
sented by Cicero, was a combination of parts
of the various Greek schools. Its chief influ-
ence consists in the handing down a name
which through the centuries has been applied
more or less loosely to various systems of
science and to schools of art and learning.
The Middle Period, Other nations besides
the Greeks and Eomans shared their philoso-
phy, but the Greek thought determined the

